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ABSTRACT
The new dimension of collaboration, brought by collaborative platforms, induces a new management approach that must consider methods
of observation and behaviour analysis as a means to optimize the productivity of organizations. From this point of view, although they have
evolved a lot in recent years, especially with social networks, the contextualization of digital interaction traces within collaborative platforms
remains a major topic for the performance of data operating systems. The work that we present in this paper is part of the projects of implementation of collaborative and learning management systems, collaborative work and services, in a IT Environment for Human Learning
vision (IEHL), more precisely, on the intelligent architectures of the platforms aiming at a better or-ganization around the concept of unity of
interaction which introduces a sort of contextualization of the collected digi-tal traces. The resolution of the problem of the personalization
of IEHL is moreover essentially dependent on the ability to produce relevant and exploitable digital traces of the individual or collective activity of the users (learners in particular), who interact with an IEHL. In the present work, we are interested in the organization of collaborative tools and its impact on the performance of digital interaction traces analysis mechanisms. Our study is based on the results of observation and analysis of human interactions within collaborative platforms, in particular those developed within the framework of our projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collaborative platforms bring another dimension to communication and exchange between individuals, fundamentally transforming
how humans communicate, interact, share information, knowledge and skills in society and how information is organized and exploited. A new form of management has emerged where teamwork is one of the ways to optimize the productivity of organizations.
This form of management is based on the management of knowledge and collective intelligence and not only on means and structures.
The new dimension of collaboration, brought by collaborative platforms, induces a new management approach that must consider
methods of observation and analysis as means to understand individual and collective behaviours within organizations. The concept
of collective knowledge management is induced by the development of collaborative tools that promote human interactions. These
tools turn out to be the modern solutions in the service of management (project management, tutoring, coaching, e-learning, management of a production unit, etc.).
However, although they have evolved a lot in recent years, collaborative platforms are still not very effective. The solutions proposed are still lacking effective and intelligent tools for observing and analyzing human behaviour. Publishers are largely uninterested
in observing and analyzing interactions. Almost all modern collaborative environments today integrate traditional collaboration tools
(communication tools, sharing tools, production tools, etc.).
However, despite this wealth of available tools and their individual performance, their integration is often done without perspective in terms of observation and analysis of behaviours. In general, for some, these platforms are limited to the collection of statistical
and technical data necessary for the development of dashboards. For others, especially trace-based systems (SBT [38], [39]), the collection of interaction traces is done regardless of the interaction context. This absence of the interaction context does not allow a
good analysis of relations within the system. The interaction traces do not take into account the exchange context. But it is exactly
through a better observation and analysis of human behaviour that we can understand how users operate and their relationships
within systems. The data provided, often purely technical and devoid of behavioural information, are generally quantitative, limited
to statistics on the use of the system (number of connections, date of connection, number of resources, number of community
members, etc.).
How to understand, from the human interactions gener-ated around resources and spaces of collaboration, the individual and collective behaviours of a community or a group of individuals to anticipate and react effectively? In this article, we are interested in
studying the behaviour of virtual communities in collaborative processes through the analysis and observation of human interactions
within collaborative platforms. More specifically, we are interested in the organization of the interaction tools and its impact on the
performance of mechanisms to help analyze data or traces resulting from these interactions within environments.
This area has already been the subject of several research projects. Our reflection takes into account in particular the studies carried out on the methods of measurement of group cohesion within a virtual community ([5], [6], [7], [8], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [22], [23], [24], [32], [33] ], [34], [35], [41], [42], [43]), based on the analysis of social networks ([9], [36], [45],
[46] [ 47]) and on trace-based systems (SBT [38], [39]).
However, it highlights the organization of interaction tools and its impact on methods of acquisition, observa-tion, analysis and
exploitation of data from human interactions within collaborative platforms. . Indeed, we estimate, and the results of analysis of the
tools prove it, that the methods of acquisition and analysis of the traces of interactions can be effective only if the tools of interaction
which generate these data are integrated of to ensure the quality and relevance of the data; this is not always the case in the current
state of existing systems.
However, it is exactly at the level of data quality that we must first work to guarantee that of the results of the methods of analysis
or exploitation of the data. Most of the current collaborative platforms integrate various communication, exchange and sharing tools
(address book, email, mailing lists and discussion forums for asynchronous communications, chat for synchronous communications,
shared calendars and space for sharing documentary resources, etc.), and when infrastructures allow, these environments integrate
advanced management and communication tools: IP telephony and videoconferencing, project management, task list, task management, notes, file management, resource planners, versioning, content publishing, name-spaces, watch list, page template, email notification, voting system, instant messaging, web conference, etc.
However, the organization of these tools is lacking. Although the improvement of some collaborative tools, taken individually, is
necessary and desirable - work is being done in this direction [18] - it is not their effectiveness that is questioned here, but their organization at collaborative platforms that need to be revisited.
This is exactly what we are dealing with in this article through the introduction of interaction unit or collaboration concepts, interaction or collaboration space, and resource space. Tools generating data from human interactions must be organized in such a way as
to improve the quality, the relevance of the data collected, their organization and consequently the quality of the data exploitation
services.
The work we present in this article is part of the implementation projects of training systems, collaborative work and services, in a
vision IEHL (Computer Environment for Human Learning) [42] [44] [45], more precisely, on the intelligent architectures of the platforms aiming at a better organization around the concept of interaction unit which introduces a kind of contextualization of the collected digital traces. The resolution of the problem of the personalization of IEHL is moreover essentially dependent on the capacity
to produce relevant and exploitable digital traces of the individual or collective activity of the users (learners in particular), which
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interact with an IEHL.
To represent virtual communities, we consider multidimensional relationships between individuals for whom we have profiles,
past interactions (chat, forum, sending email messages, etc.) and actions with a common resource database (documents, reports,
tasks, projects, ...); the co-production of resources for example or acting on common objects that can be seen as indirect interactions.
We thus consider two types of interactions that make it possible to establish relationships between individuals: direct interactions
and indirect interactions. The study considers community structures, that is, configurations of sub-networks of individuals reflecting
communities built around interaction or collaboration units, and the emergence of communities from multidimensional social networks.

2 DEFINITIONS OF CONCEPTS
We mean by collaborative what is meant to foster peer collaboration by enabling communication, sharing, producing information,
knowledge, skills, resources etc. to better achieve a common project. Thus, we will say: collaborative learning, collaborative work,
collaborative training and collaborative culture ([31]).
Collaborative work is therefore an active process by which the individual and the group work towards the realization of a common
work. This approach combines two approaches: that of the individual and that of the group or the community. In the collaborative
process, individuals collaborate in the activities of the group and, in return, the group collaborates with those of the individuals. [19].
The concept of a collaborative tool is very broad. It re-covers everything that can communicate and work together in a company, the
simple device that allows exchanging e-mail to the collaborative work platform. This definition places an important place on the sharing of knowledge and know-how which implies: identification, expression, materialization, making available [20] [29] [30].
By collaborative work, we therefore designate, on the one hand, the cooperation between the members of a team, a group and, on
the other hand, the realization of a common activity or project (product, service, etc.). Collaborative work is spreading strongly
thanks to the Internet (in particular thanks to its communication functionalities) and allows the creation of remote work teams. The
Internet appears to be the right tool to implement collaborative activities.
Here we must emphasize the distinction between communication and collaborative work. This distinction is in terms of objectives.
Communicating does not necessarily give rise to achievements that are visible to everyone, whereas in a collaborative project, the
goal is to create something in a group and in particular by communicating. Communication is then a means and not an end in itself.
We call this term interpersonal communication that promotes exchanges between one or more people in the virtual community.
Communicating allows you to consult the community to exchange and gather information. Communication enriches interactions and
therefore activities by permitting peer-to-peer contacts. This type of activity is based, at the technical service level, on both asynchronous communication protocols (e-mail, forums) and on synchronous communication protocols (chat, instant messaging, videoconferencing, etc.). .
Settouti [38], [39] defines the Trace Based System (SBT) as a computer system that allows and facilitates the exploitation of traces. It
is composed of different components.
In an SBT, the trace [38], [39] is a collection of temporally located ob-servings, that is to say a structure information resulting from the
observation of an interaction, these observed being by relation to a temporal order relation which may be [40] a time interval, a sequence of any elements providing the temporal order relation (for example the set of natural numbers).
A modelled trace (m-trace) is the association of a collection of temporally located observations and an explicit model of this observed
collection.

3 EXISTING APPROACHES TO THE MANAGEMENT OF DIGITAL TRACES OF INTERACTION IN TRACE BASED SYSTEMS
The exploitation of digital traces not only produces ele-ments of interest for behavioural or conceptual model-ling, but also a relevant
personalization of IEHL by pro-ducing feedback or changing interfaces. It is therefore necessary in this context to help the users of the
trace to collect, transform and analyze the traces resulting from observations of human activity. In this overall manage-ment process,
data collection is the first step in ensuring data relevance. The observed must therefore be seen in its context without which the information will be trun-cated and devoid of all its dimensions.
For this purpose, the notion of trace-based system (SBT) is proposed as a tool for handling traces [38], [39]. We have seen that in an
SBT, the trace is a collection of temporally located observations, that is to say a struc-tured information resulting from the observation of an interaction, these observed being in relation to a relation of temporal order which can be [40] a temporal interval, a sequence of any elements providing the temporal order relation (for example the set of natural numbers). However, this definition
does not highlight a very important element, namely is the context of the observation or the observed that we consider essential and
therefore to be taken into account in this definition. Each trace therefore has its own structure and semantics that must take into
account not only the temporal order of relationship but also the context, depending on the system that generated it and the nature
of the activity being traced. To be able to be used, a trace is always accompanied by its model. We speak here of a trace model, that
is to say the vocabulary of the trace which describes in an abstract way the objects which form part of it [40]. From a purely computer point of view, the trace model is a set of classes that can give a description to the observed trace. The traces at the SBT level are
modelled. Technically, they are represented in the form of an ontology OWL instance of the ontology of its model.
There are different components of an SBT: the collection system, the transformation system, the visualization system, and so on. Our
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study is positioned at the level of the collection system, the first essential component of the system. Indeed, before being exploited
in an SBT, the traces are first collected using the collection system. This system represents all the structured processes needed to convert the data into traces. Collection is the process of automatically, semi-automatically or manually operating a set of tracing sources
to obtain a trace of the trace-based system.
The resulting trace consists of a collection of temporally located observations associated with a trace pattern. The resulting traces of the
collection process are called the first trace of the SBT, because it is the
first to be ma-nipulated in this system at the end of the collection. The
SBT stores the collected traces in the m-trace database which groups
together all the traces of the SBT and their respective models. It allows
permanent storage and ac-cess to m-traces at any time. It represents the
SBT knowledge base.
Our research problem is therefore at the level of this process of collecting raw traces, especially at the level of the architecture of the systems making it possible to op-timize the process and to improve the relevance of the data and the performances of SBT analysis.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Moodle system [37] [46].

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the system as a whole by explaining the process in a general way as to the gen-eration of the profiles, it
begins with a collection of data from the database "Moodle", then materializes the traces modelled according to a model of traces before proceeding to the calculations of indicators which will allow us in the end to
be able to generate a set of pro-files.

4 THE ORGANIZATION OF INTERACTION TOOLS AND THEIR INTEGRATION WITHIN TRACE BASED SYSTEMS
In a collaborative platform, collaboration is done through the tools of communication, exchange, sharing, dissemination, production,
etc. We can distinguish here two levels of functionalities or collaboration tools that can generate direct or indirect interactions.
The first level of functionality must allow:
- to make available resources (documents, courses, articles, ...),
- to access resources,
- communicate: interpersonal communication via messaging is the first level of communication essential in a collaborative platform.
The second level of functionality initiates collaborative work through a set of technologies and associated work methods that,
through electronic communication, allow the sharing of information and knowledge to a group engaged in a collaborative effort or
work.
The tools found there can be classified in:
> Basic communication tools
Their role is primarily to circulate information among colleagues.
- messaging tools (instant or not)
- the White board
- the electronic conference (videoconference, videoconference, chat, ...)
- social networks
-...
> Shared work tools
They allow several people to work on the same document or application.
- application sharing
- shared edition
- shared document space
- information exchange tools (electronic forums and related tools)
- shared calendars
- contact management tools
-...
> Knowledge access tools - or Knowledge Management
- the libraries
- the MOOCs
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- The tools of peer to peer
- content portals
- skills mapping
- electronic directories
- mailing lists
- the FAQs
- WiKi (kinds of portals that get rich thanks to the contribution of the people who consult them)
- search engines
-...
> Workflow tools
These are probably the most spectacular tools. "Software intervention is no longer at the level of information, communication or
collaboration, but at the higher level of coordination".
- Synchronization tools
- Task management tools
- Shared calendars
-...
> ...
These features can also be classified into two categories: asynchronous features and synchronous features.
In this paper, we will focus on the basic tools of exchange and production that favour interactions between individuals: messaging,
forum, chat, shared agenda, document sharing, voting system, presence indicator, indicator of d allocation, manual or automatic notification system, publishing and production systems, intelligence collaborative tools, etc.
The analysis of current collaborative platforms ([4], [21]) shows that most advanced collaborative platforms integrates these tools.
But this integration does not often bring great efficiency to collaborative tools since made without a global vision by placing themselves on the side of the user and the side of the manager, the decision maker. In the majority of cases, one simply wants to have for
example a forum or a general cat without giving himself the means to observe and analyze the behaviours of the individuals through
the human interactions that are generated there. Putting these tools in a collaborative platform is not effective if we can not restore
the context or context of the exchanges to understand the behaviour of individuals and groups of individuals. Techniques based on
the semantic analysis of messages ([17], [34]) exchanged between individuals are not sufficient to allow them to understand the behaviours of a virtual community.
An analysis of current environments shows us that collaboration tools are integrated without vision, without precise strategy allowing the optimal and intelligent acquisition and exploitation of data resulting from human interactions or individual and collective activity. This lack of global vision means that the treatments applied to these data lead to quantitative, statistical and often very basic
macroscopic results (how many people are connected, how many messages, how many documents shared, etc.). We believe that a
better organization of the collaboration tools within the systems has a big impact on the performances of the methods of acquisition,
observation, analysis and exploitation of the data and consequently on the quality of the data of these human interactions.
Whereas most interactions, direct or indirect, between individuals take place around shared resources (documents, training modules,
courses, etc.) and within spaces or units of collaboration (groups, projects, tasks, workshops, etc. .), we believe that collaboration
tools can be integrated and organized around resources and spaces or units of collaboration, allowing contextualization of interactions, identification of the context or context of exchanges, monitoring interpersonal relationships as well as participation or involvement of individuals in collective activities. We build this new organization around the concepts of unity / space of interaction or
collaboration and resource space.
We call unity / space interaction or collaboration, a virtual space of communication, exchange, sharing built within a virtual space
(group, project team, project, task, workshop, etc. .) or a resource (document, file, article, pedagogical module, support, etc.) to
which interaction tools promoting interactions between individuals and relationships between spaces or units are associated. An
interaction space is created when a space or resource is created and disappears when the space or resource is deleted. Human interactions have an influence on the life of space and make it live.
Example, a project or task space: a project with which communication tools (messaging, forum, chat, etc.) are associated. The messages exchanged between individuals are part of the life process of the interaction space which is here the project. These interactions
can lead to relationships with other spaces (eg sharing resources with other projects, other tasks).
We distinguish two types of units / spaces of interaction or collaboration:
- interaction or collaboration units with resource, built around a resource (document, article, training module, etc.) that we also call
spaces or resource unit
- interaction or collaboration units without resources that do not require the presence of a res-source (group, project, task, workshop, etc.)
We call space or resource unit, an interaction unit that is to say a virtual space a virtual space of communication, exchange, sharing
built around a resource, composed of the resource itself to which we associate interaction tools favouring.
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5 QUALITY OF DATA AND PERFORMANCE OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS PROCESS INDUCED BY THE NEW ORGANIZATION
In today's collaborative platforms, interactions between individuals generate a wealth of data that allows indi-viduals to observe,
analyze, and understand the behav-iours or lifestyles of the community (who do they com-municate with, when? on what, what is
the framework of the exchanges, what are the levels of implication of the individuals, what is the level of cohesion of the group, ...).
When collaboration tools are integrated effectively, with a vision and a strategy in terms of data acquisition and exploitation, by placing themselves on the side of the user but also of the manager, the quality of the data resulting from the interactions also guarantees
the results of the associated treatments. This is not the case at the current state of existing systems.
The majority of current systems are not able to respond to simple queries (individual and collective contributions in an activity, level
of involvement in a collective activ-ity, relationships within a community, etc.). Only once the problem of the organization of collaborative tools and thus of the quality of the data is solved can we guarantee the quality of the associated services such as the measure
of the cohesion of a group, subject treated by several authors ([32], [33], [34], [35], [23], [17], [6], [15], [18], [22]). The new organization that we propose aims at a double goal: the efficiency of the methods of acquisition and consequently the quality of the data and
the performance of the methods of treatment. It allows to contextualize the interactions and to introduce more efficiency in the processing of the information acquired. The system is then equipped with greater intelligence in the acquisition, observation, analysis
and exploitation of data than systems built using traditional approaches. The contextualization of interactions aims to link the acquired data to their source, their context and to bring intelligence to the system.

6 IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss the problem of implementing the concepts of interaction unit or collaboration and resource space. To do
this, we relied on SERPOLET ([2], [25], [26], [27], [28]) and COGNIFER ([1], [25], [26], [27], [28]), two multi-language training management systems that integrate both general collaborative features and specific collaborative learning features.
The first implementation of the interaction unit and resource space concepts is done to extend the animation support capabilities of
the SERPOLET and COGNIFER systems. These two systems use the same management mode. We will therefore only describe the
SERPOLET system that led, in the context of the development of French-language digital campuses, to the development of the COGNIFER platform.

6.1 The SERPOLET system and its derived products
SERPOLET or its derivatives COGNIFER, TELJ +, SAATAR, etc. ([2], [25], [26], [27], [28]) are training systems that offer an author system (authoring system for creating pedagogical resources) and a training man-agement system that integrates SBT dimension. Their complete training cycle describes the course of the train-ing in five main phases: the creation phase, the orienta-tion and planning phase, the learning
phase, the monitoring and evaluation phase, the management phase. Learner follow-up is an important part of this overall learning cycle. It
is done during the learning phase. It allows to trace the activity of the learner during his apprenticeship and to retrieve the data on his activities. Collaboration between individuals in a learning community or between learners and tutors is done through synchronous and asynchronous interaction tools (messaging, forum, chat, application sharing, white board, document sharing, etc.). SERPOLET and these derivatives offer functionalities allowing the construction of the individualized courses that courses of group. As part of a collaborative learning,
our reflections have allowed us to identify some areas for improvement to make the system a real decision-making tool. The contextualization of the digital interaction traces is one of the elements consid-ered to take into account all the observation dimensions.

6.2 Implementation of the interaction spaces
To implement the concepts of unity of interaction within our platforms, we organized the tools around several types of components
that define the context of the interaction: the resources (document and educational content in particular), the task / activity / project, the individual and the group, ... Thus, each type of element corresponds to a type of interaction space or an interaction context.
The document and the educational content are associated with the interaction units with resources or resource spaces. We will examine in the following section, the organization of each type of interaction unit.
a. Interaction unit with resource
Resource space: Resource space associated with the document: A resource space associated with the document is a resource
space (space for interaction with resource) built around the "document" resource, made up of the "document" resource and
associated collaboration tools.
Each document is associated with a document space that gives access to different interaction tools: messaging, forum,
comment editor, voting system, etc. It can be attached to other types of interaction units. Each new version of the document
is particularly related to the latter. Thus, in a document space one can follow the history of a document thanks to the relations that link it with its versions.
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Fig. 2. Document space associated with the resource (document) EAD Standards.

Figure 2 highlights several parts of a resource space associated with a document. The first part of the toolbar offers a set of
tools for collaboration and a tool for analyzing the activity around the document (forum, chat, questionnaire/vote, messaging,
voting tool, etc.). That the other offers management tools (creation, modification, deletion, search, opening,...) around the
resource.

Fig. 3. List of documents and their location. The EAD Standards and Standards document is associated, as a support, with the module that has the same name.

These tools are used in a general context or that of the document. Figure 3 also shows a list of three documents associated
with the original document.
Resource space associated with a pedagogical module: A module space is an (resource interaction space) a resource space
built around the "Modulated" resource that can be attached to other interaction spaces such as a task, a project or group.
Each module is associated with a module space giving access to different interaction tools: messaging, forum, comment editor, voting system, etc. This space can be associated with other types of resources such as media, articles, software, and so on.
Each module resulting from the modification of another module is in particular in relation with the latter. Thus, in a module
space one can follow the history of a module thanks to the relations that link it with its versions. A module space also gives
access to all the prerequisite modules.

Fig. 4. "Module space" associated with the resource (educational module) Test
Course (Scorm).
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Figure 4 highlights several parts of a "module" space. As in the space "document", the toolbar of a space "module" proposes
tools of management (creation, modification, suppression, search, execution, ...) whereas its right part offers a set of collaboration tools around the document (forums, chats, questionnaires / votes, messaging, ...) as well as tools for analyzing the activity around the resource. The figure also shows a list of three documents associated with the resource.
b. Interaction unit without resource
Space or unit of interaction associated with a project, a task, an activity, a workshop, a group: These spaces have the same
configuration illustrated here by that of a "group space".

Fig. 5. "Group Space".

Each group or project team is associated with a "group space" giving access to different interaction tools: messaging, forum,
comment editor, voting system, etc. This space can be associated with other types of resources such as media, articles, software, and so on.
c. Nested Space
Interaction units can be nested. In this case, the upper unit groups all the data of the subunits. This is the case for a project
space that will gather all the data from interactions around resources such as project documents.
d. Other types of spaces
To these different types of interaction spaces we must add two other spaces.
Global Space: Equipped with the same collaboration tools as other interaction spaces, but defines a global context of interpersonal interactions.
Individual Space: This custom space provides a set of individual resource management tools.

6.3 Impact of interaction units on the performance of mechanisms to help manage collaborative activities
To represent virtual communities, we considered multi-dimensional relationships between individuals for whom we have profiles, past interactions (chat, forum, e-mail, etc.) and actions with a common resource database; the co-production of resources for example or acting
on common objects that can be seen as indirect interactions. We considered two types of interactions that make it possible to establish links
between people: direct interactions and indirect interactions. The SERPOLET and COGNIFER study highlighted community structures, that is
sub-network configurations reflecting communities built around interaction units and resource spaces, as well as the emergence of communities from a multidimensional social network. Our community structure model is a set of explanations of some links in a complex network, and that according to different types of situations, in other words, the article leaves an important part to the modelling of the context
in the optics operational work.
The integration of the interaction units in SERPOLET and COGNIFER was intended to contextualise the inter-actions and thus the information
and knowledge ac-quired, to better organize it and to allow an efficient ex-ploitation in terms of analysis of individual and collec-tive behaviour. The integration of the interaction units in SERPOLET and COGNIFER made it possible to achieve these objectives.
Indeed, the SERPOLET and COGNIFER analysis, be-fore and after the integration of the interaction units, clearly showed a clear improvement in the quality of the data acquired and the performance of the management support services (monitoring animation) collaborative
activities. The organization of collaborative tools (mes-saging, chat, forum ...) within the interaction units al-lowed bettering contextualizing
the acquired informa-tion. This contextualization significantly improved data acquisition methods and exploitation services in terms of analyzing the behaviour of individuals and groups of individuals through the analysis of human interactions. This has brought a new dimension
to the SERPOLET and COGNIFER systems, making them real decision-support tools that allow the processing of complex que-ries (who
communicates with whom (analysis of inter-personal relations), around what do they communicate, in hat context, what is the level of involvement of indi-viduals, what is the level of coherence of the group, ...) and provide dashboards very rich in information.
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7 CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
In this article we introduced a new form of organization of collaboration tools by introducing the concepts of interaction unit and resource
space. The interaction units aim at better organization of collaboration tools within a collaborative platform in order to improve the perform-ance of data acquisition and analysis methods resulting from human interactions. In order to experiment with our approach, we used
two collaborative learning platforms, SERPOLET and COGNIFER [1] [2] [3]. The integration of interaction or collaboration units within these
two platforms has significantly improved their ability to analyze human interaction data and thus provide effective services for monitoring
and facilitating collaborative activities. The integration of interaction units in a collaborative environment brings a better or-ganization of
collaborative tools, a better acquisition and exploitation of data from human interactions, powerful monitoring services and more. animation of collective and individual activities. The interaction or collaboration units guarantee the quality of the data resulting from the interactions between individuals and improve the performance of the animation support mechanisms and the monitoring of the collaborative
activities. To increase the performance of observation services, our study will continue to model and integrate dashboards by interaction
unit. It is a question of enriching the environments and allowing a better restitution of the results of analysis. Another point we are working
on is measuring the degree of involvement of individuals in collective activities. This involves de-fining roles in collaborative processes.
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